5 Keys to

Unlocking
Authentic
Self-Love
Shift your mind, heart,
and spirit to more
kindness, compassion,
and confidence with
the keys and tools.

Welcome!
Hey you beautiful human!
You already practiced one of our keys just by getting to this download - CHOICE! That
shows me that you really want to dive in deeper in love with yourself, or maybe see
yourself for the first time with authentically loving eyes. SO YAY! you!
I spent about 2 decades trying to find self-love. There were times I had self-worth, but
love - probably not. I read the books, took the courses, and meditated and the self-love
didn't just pop up.
So I went the self-care route, surely if I did all the things that I could indulge in, I would
have self-love then. So I did the massages, had the sweet treats, and took the hot baths.
Yet, self-love still did not appear.
Self-love is a choice, however, it's not simply the choice to do something nice or
comfortable. It's the choice to love yourself when it's hard, when you are sitting in shame,
or when you are listening to all the reasons in your head as to why you shouldn't, and still
deciding not to listen.
It's the choices as to what we focus on, how we see ourselves, how we show up for
ourselves and how we nourish our whole well-being, not just the part that wants to
indulge or feel instant gratification. Of course, the other keys in this set us up to make
more simple, confident decisions.
Self-love is a journey to a deep gratitude and admiration for who we are, what we've
experienced, and how we show up even with all of our human limitations.
It also happens to be the birthplace of compassion, love, and admiration for others.
So self-love isn't selfish - it's spiritual. It's keeping our glass full and clean so we can have
the impact we want to have in our lives, our communities, and the world.
Love yourself to add value to the world. We need more of that.
Be gentle with yourself.
xoxo,
Christina

The 5 Keys to Self-love

#1 Compassion
#2 Clarity
#3 Curiosity
#4 Courage
#5 Choice

#1 Compassion
(n.) a feeling of deep sympathy and sorrow for another
who is stricken by misfortune, accompanied by a
strong desire to alleviate the suffering
Compassion means seeing reality -- we
are human and humans aren't perfect
beings. It's more than just offering
ourselves a treat or indulging ourselves
(although that is needed too). It's about
truly caring for ourselves in ways that
nourish, embrace and love who we are.
It's about softening in our heart-center
and giving ourselves kindness and grace.

Self-compassion is
simply giving the same
kindness to ourselves
that we would give to
others.

We all deserve some compassion.
— Christopher Germer
Human-ing is hard stuff. We're not going
to get it all right. We're not expected to
be perfect. We're expected to do the best we can. You're not going to be less
motivated, strong, gifted or productive by being kind to yourself. You are going to
excel, stay grounded, find more peace and maybe… even fall deeply in love with who
you are and your spirit to keep going.

Here's a real story:
Stacy is a single mother after a divorce that took her by surprise. She blamed herself
for the marriage, for not being a better mom, for not making enough money to get
her kids the things they wanted. All that blame had her stuck in the Suffering Spiral
where everything she did was wrong, wrong, wrong (her words not mine).
Once she learned to look at the bigger picture instead of picking every flaw out, she
realized how much she had been through and how she is actually rebuilding her life
better… stronger… more independent. We used tools together to help her dive into
her shame and blame and unravel them from her self-worth. "I'm more confident
than I've ever been because I'm now my own cheerleader rather than my enemy. I
wouldn't have guessed being kinder to myself would actually help me flourish.
Somewhere underneath, I thought that if I blamed myself, I would work harder. I
didn't realize how it was actually hurting my growth."

Perspective Shifters for

#1 Compassion
Have compassion for your
human-ness.

Speak kindly to yourself.

We are human. There are certain
limitations to being human - like ego
and emotions. Although these are
also gifts, our ego can believe
perfection is the only way and our
emotions tend to get us 'hooked'
into drama we don't really need. We
can learn how to embrace our
humanness rather than seeing it as a
restriction. We start with some selfcompassion for being human.

Our brain hears everything we think
and speak about ourselves. It takes it
like data - even when it clearly isn't. If
we call ourselves stupid, our brain
starts making connections to all the
other times we've been stupid and
verifies it as true. AND the same
happens if we say we are smart or
learning - our brains will gather all
the times we were smart or learning.
What you say about you matters.

Let go of perfection.
It's not even possible to be perfect
because it's a moving target. Every
time we think we're getting close to
perfection, we learn something new
and boom - there is born a new level
of perfection, a new target. In fact, I
invite you to find a few things that
you can do half-a**ed. Not everything
is important enough to worry about
every detail - that's how we become
overwhelmed. Know what is most
important and focus on that.

Not
helpful:

Be kind to you.
Slow down. We all need this advice.
Slowing down gives us time to be
kind to ourselves, to be clear about
our priorities and stick to them, and
to allow the space to make mistakes
and love ourselves anyway. When we
move too fast, we don't have time to
process our emotions, our thoughts,
and we often set extreme
expectations which just set us up for
failure. Slow down for more selfcompassion.

High standards or expectations. There's a saying, "Expectations
are premeditated resentments." Enough said.
Shaming ourselves to be better. We only end up with shame.
Ick.

Mind, Heart and Spirit tools for

#1 Compassion
Mind & Thoughts tool:
Affirmations are the words we speak to ourselves to counteract the innate
negative bias we all have, or known as the garbage we've been telling ourselves.
You can try these, or some from the visualization, or make up your own. Repeat
as often as needed and post them around so you'll be reminded.
Examples:
I am a loving being.
I am a beautiful spirit doing my best to be human.
I bless myself with compassion and kindness.
I flow in the feeling of compassion.

Spirit & Knowing Tool:
Visualizations allow our wisdom to speak even when it's afraid your mind will
interrupt with logistics and ego. Today's visualization is about spreading
forgiveness and compassion to ourselves. You'll even meet your inner wise elder
to hear what she has to say.
Try it here.

Heart & Body Tool:
Our emotions, heart, and physical body are connected. They respond to
sensations and physical feelings. We do rituals, exercises, and alignments to get
our wholeness in, not just our mind. Change happens through all so today's
ritual is about seeing yourself with compassion
Try it here.

#2 Clarity
(n.) clearness or lucidity as to
perception or understanding; freedom
from indistinctness or ambiguity.
It's our natural instinct to try to control
things. Control helps us believe we have
power - even when we don't. Control is
about fear. The thing that combats
control is clarity. When we are clear, we
can let go of control and step into
acceptance and can make huge changes
in life.
Clarity makes everything feel so much
more feasible. Even if you can't come up
with your 10-year plan, you can be clear
on the direction of the path or the next
right step for you. When we are clear
about who we are and where we are, we
can stand more solidly in our truth (which
often brings even more clarity).

It is a beautiful experience
being with ourselves at a
level of complete
acceptance. When that
begins to happen, when
you give up resistance
and needing to be perfect,
a peace will come over
you as you have never
known.
— Ruth Fishel

Here's a real story:
Trina's story in her own words:
"I felt lost in life and that everything was just foggy. I wasn't clear on what I wanted or
how I wanted to move forward in life, I just felt stuck. I knew I needed to shift what I
did for a living and I wanted to date, but I just didn't know how to shift my entire life
at once."
"Working with Christina helped me let go of what I thought everyone else wanted
from me and uncover what I really wanted - something I'd never really done before. I
may not know the full vision yet, and I finally feel like I have the next right steps to
uncover more. I feel confident about who I am now, the next steps, and my own
intuition."

Perspective Shifters for

#2 Clarity
What do I want?

What do I control?

I mean, what do you truly want
under all the obligations, other
people's opinions, and all the I
shoulds? What do you truly WANT?
This is clarity that refines over time,
and you have to start asking yourself
to get deeper into those deep down
desires you're hiding from yourself.

In any situation, the only thing we
control 100% of the time is ourselves.
If we are setting expectations over
the outcome, we will often fail. There
are too many things, people, and
situations we don't have control over.
Focus on what we control ourselves.

What do I need to accept?

KEY QUESTION: How do I
want to show up?

In order to make huge shifts, we
need huge acceptance of where we
are. This is not settling for where we
are, this is getting real authentic with
all the bits of ourselves - even the
bits we don't like. We can't build a
house if we don't take into account
all the weak spots in the foundation.
Accept yourself, the situation, and
what it might take to get past this, so
you can let it go.

Not
helpful:

This is the MOST important question
I ask my clients. How we show up in
life is what we control. We get to set
the intention and regardless of what
happens in the outcome, we can feel
good if we show up as we want to
show up. This is also one question we
can answer even if we don't have a
clear long-term future vision. We just
have to know how we want to show
up four ourselves, our connections
and the world..

Just doing the next expected things without thinking about
what you want.
Forcing a dream. There are times to push & times the Universe
is telling you something. Tune inside to know the difference.

Mind, Heart and Spirit tools for

#2 Clarity

Mind & Thoughts tool:
Create your own affirmation as to how you want to show up:
I am open and curious.
I show up with flow and grace.
I speak my truth kindly.
I am open to receiving more clarity every day.

Spirit & Knowing Tool:
The visualization for clarity is around sparking a new intention.
Try it here.

Heart & Body Tool:
We are responsible for how we show up, not for the final outcome.
Ground your clarity in how you want to show up. Allow it to challenge you.
If your intention is to love everyone, you’ll get a challenge to that everyone. Don’t
cave, just ground yourself in courage to do what your intention is.
Write the intention down. Focus on it for 7 days at least, maybe an entire moon
cycle. Intention = How do you want to show up for life?
Then keep an intention journal. How many times did you have the opportunity to
show up with your intention? How did you bring it to everything you did that
day? Where might you put more focus?
We get confident by getting successful at what we can control – ourselves. Use
intentions to see how you are already doing that, and where there is room for
expansion.

#3 Curiosity
(n.) the desire to learn or know about
anything; inquisitiveness

Judgment is easy. Our innate animal sense
wants to keep us safe by judging everything.
However, most of the judgments we have today
are not about keeping us safe as much as
comfortable. Here's the truth: Self-Love isn't
always comfortable. We dig through our own
ickiness in order to open our eyes to new truths,
opportunities and growth. Your perspective is
limited. Curiosity is about being open to new
ways of seeing the world and yourself and the
connection between them.
You deserve to rethink your judgments. You
deserve to be curious with yourself. You might
find that you are not broken or unworthy, you've
just been a butterfly in a world of hornets. Enjoy
your unique gifts - but you can't find them all if
you judge rather than offer curiosity.

Being human is not
about being any one
particular way; it is
about being as life
creates you—with your
own particular
strengths and
weaknesses, gifts and
challenges, quirks and
oddities.
— Kristin Neff

Here's a real story:
Kim's story in her own words:
"I tend to move straight to judgment when I think about myself. I can find a flaw
anywhere - to the point I believed keen judgment was my gift to be able to make
things more efficient and effective. If I made a mistake or cheated on a diet I would
shame myself with judgment and later wonder why I couldn't love myself more."
"I learned with Christina that my judgments were getting in the way of my self-love.
Loving myself meant kindly accepting myself and being curious. Curiosity helped
uncover why I cheat, what works for me, and what doesn't, rather than expecting
that I be perfect or come up with another solution. By being curious I know why
some diets didn't work, what I need to do to be healthy, and more about who I am.
I've moved faster on my health journey because I am kind and curious."

Perspective Shifters for

#3 Curiosity
Feelings are messengers.
When we are curious, we can ask
ourselves, what is this feeling trying
to tell me? When we are judgmental,
we say this feeling isn't right. Our
feelings are a gift to our humanness,
not a flaw. If we are curious for the
message, we'll find a treasure trove
of our own intuitive wisdom. We can
connect with feelings without
judging them or allowing them to
take over if we are just curious about
the message

What if the opposite is
true?
Judgment was developed to keep us
safe. Today though, it just keeps our
thinking small most of the time. And
that small space is usually focused
on the worst-case scenario. What if
instead of the worst, the best
happens? Balance out your thinking
and focus on what you want to focus
on. What if you really are an amazing
woman already? What if you win?
What if you show up and rocked it?

How can I love this?

What can I celebrate?

I'm against being positive for
positivity's sake. Silver linings were
never my thing. I am about being
curious about the hard situation and
being objective about the true gifts
this may bring. Example: My son left
to go to the Army. The truth is I was
sad about his childhood being over.
AND I truly feel love and gratitude for
him really making his way in the
world and becoming the man he
wants to be. Both feel true for me.
Balance makes a truer pic.

We always look for how we can
improve, but do you make time for
you to celebrate? I had a client ask,
what if I close a new deal every day do you expect me to celebrate every
day? YES I DO. Self-love, confidence,
and celebration go together. We
spend a ton of time judging and
'fixing' ourselves. We need to spend
more time celebrating the being we
are. Did a hard thing? Celebrate!
Then celebrate yourself for
celebrating yourself!

Not
helpful:

Judgment. Watch how you judge others and know that's about
your perspective, not truth.
Charged emotions. Come back to it when you are less charged
and can be more curious.

Mind, Heart and Spirit tools for

#3 Curiosity

Mind & Thoughts tool:
Create your own affirmation(s) as to how you want to be more curious and less
judgmental:
I am open and curious.
I celebrate my curiosity.
I look for possibilities and opportunities to be curious.
I continue a deepened connection to myself through curiosity.

Spirit & Knowing Tool:
The visualization for this section is about exploring the curiosity of the unknown.
Try it here.

Heart & Body Tool:
If you’ve read Untamed by Glennon Doyle, you might remember around page 68
she starts asking women with real problems to write the ‘truest, most beautiful
story' about what is. These are women with real struggles that don’t see their lives as
a love story and here she is (and I am) asking for you to look at another perspective.
So step back into observer mode. See the whole picture. How else could one
describe what is happening in a true and beautiful way?
There’s always something. If you are struggling, there is beauty in what you struggle
for or in the way it is helping you grow.
This isn’t about toxic positivity, this is about the rich and deep and sweet of it – the
tenderness of being human and thriving – even in pain, even in struggle.
Write the truest and most beautiful story of what is.

#4 Courage
(n.) the quality of mind or spirit that
enables a person to face difficulty,
danger, pain, etc.; bravery
Personal power is not comfortable. Taking
responsibility to do your own personal work is
not a walk in the park. We can have courage
even when there is fear. In fact, I would say
something is not courageous unless there is
some fear. We can hold the fear and still move
forward (or inward) to discover more.

"Discomfort is the price of a
meaningful life:"
-Dr. Susan David
You are the only one who can offer you this gift.
You have the courage to go deep. It's
uncomfortable, yet it's not unsafe. Courage
offers us the chance to Warrior up and do hard
things. Being courageous can also be gentle
and loving - which is our aim.

To be nobody-butyourself — in a world
which is doing its best,
night and day, to make
you everybody else —
means to fight the
hardest battle which
any human being can
fight.
— e.e. cummings

Here's a real story:
Donna's story in her own words:
"I was afraid to look at my feelings. I was afraid if I opened the emotional vault I may
never get out. I had all those feelings locked up inside. I was afraid of myself
essentially, which carried through in my life. What I learned is by not dealing with my
emotions I was still showing them to the world and not showing up as I wanted to."
"Learning to manage my uncomfortable emotions (and the stories that fueled them)
has completely changed my life. I am more gentle with myself and I find curiosity in
my feelings rather than fear. My underlying fear was that there was something
wrong with me. It turns out it was only fear of what I was too afraid to look at. I am a
strong, loving woman who now understands my feelings are just messages from my
deep knowing."

Perspective Shifters for

#4 Courage
Discomfort is key to deep
joy.
As mentioned, comfort has little to
do with deep joy. We get joy from
overcoming, surviving, enduring
discomfort. In fact we can even have
deep joy and grief or anger at the
same time. The feel-good feelings
would mean nothing without the
uncomfortable ones.

We can do hard things.
Glennon Doyle coined this phrase
and it's true. In fact, we even feel
stronger, more capable and more
confident when we do the hard
things. Just make sure they are hard
things that need to get done and not
you making things hard for hard
sake. (I can easily do that. )

Courage includes asking
for help.

Courage makes way for
authenticity.

Courage doesn't mean independent.
In fact, I would say that courage
more often than not, includes other
people. Some of us are much more
comfortable doing it alone. Asking
for what we need can be vulnerable
and hard. Let's do it anyway to build
that courage muscle.

I don't know about you but if I'm
doing the hard thing, I'm certainly
going to do it my way. I'm going to
define for myself what the best way
for me to move forward is going to
be. Courage opens the door for us to
examine our relationship to the
challenge and the unique gifts we
have to pull us through-- shining our
authentic nature to the world.

Not
helpful:

Courage for the sake of courage. Making things hard so you can
be courageous is not useful.
Focusing on all the ways you'll screw it up or won't succeed.
What you focus on grows, shift it to what you want to grow.

Mind, Heart and Spirit tools for

#4 Courage

Mind & Thoughts tool:
Create your own affirmation as to how you want to bring up more courage:
I am courageous.
I can do hard things.
I can ask for help.
I am open to seeing where I can be courageous.

Spirit & Knowing Tool:
In this visualization, you'll meet your inner Warrior archetype that holds your
courage.
Try it here.

Heart & Body Tool:
For this exercise, write yourself a love letter.
This isn't no ordinariy love letter. I want you to write one to your courageous side.
Write about:
Hard things you've accomplished
How you felt when you accomplished those things
How your life may have improved from doing those hard things.
Your gratitude for your courage.
What else you'd like to do with your courage.
Keep this letter and read it when you need more courage so you have examples
right in front of you to show you all the courage you truly possess.

#5 Choice
(n.) the right, power, or
opportunity to choose; option:

Our personal power is in our choice. It's a
choice to love yourself and it's a choice not to
(even though it doesn't always feel that way - I
get it). We get to choose all kinds of things:
calling a friend for support, doing something
that brings us joy, showing ourselves
compassion, or allowing the discomfort just to
be without fixing it - all good choices. Self-love
comes from the trust in ourselves that we are
going to make good choices for our overall
well-being.
You can make good choices for you. It has to
do with slowing down and taking time to
connect with the choice and what you truly
want. When you can feel the choice most in
alignment with who you are, you're ready. But
you have to come from the heart, not the head.

To be yourself in a
world that is
constantly trying to
make you
something else is
the greatest
accomplishment.
— Ralph Waldo Emerson

Here's a real story:
Sarah's story in her own words:
"The reason I came to Christina was that I felt out of control. I couldn't control my todo list, my time, my emotions. I felt trapped in a day-to-day that I didn't really enjoy. I
spent my days checking things off lists. I was in momentum and sliding quickly into
depression about my otherwise good-on-paper life. I thought I should just be
grateful. Instead, all I felt was shame"
"What I found in coaching were tools to help me slow down and really get clear on
what I wanted. It wasn't easy but I learned how to let go of what others expected and
make time for myself. The tools made it simple to see where I was letting myself
down by creating obligations that I didn't really need to commit to. It comes down to
choice. I have the power to choose. It's really powerful!"

Perspective Shifters for

#5 Choice

Forgive yourself for past
choices.

Trust you know as much
as you can right now.

Shame and guilt can get in the way
of self-love. Let go of the past. You
didn't know better then, now you do.
Forgive yourself with the
Ho'oponopono: I'm sorry. Please
forgive me. Thank you. I love you.

We can't see the future so we don't
know how every choice will truly
come out. We're guessing. Trust that
you know all you can and make the
best choice. No one choice is ever
the only way. They all have pros and
cons. It's how we manage it as it
comes that matters.

You are a new person today. Don't
keep judging yourself on history.

Trust the Universe is
working in your favor.

Not making a choice is a
choice.

Because remember, what you focus
on grows. It isn't going to help to
believe there's some greater force
against you. If you don't get exactly
what you want, revert back to
curiosity - I wonder what better
thing the Universe has in mind. I
wonder how this is my best benefit.
Look for the favor authentically and
you'll likely find it.

You make choices whether you are
conscious of it or not. There is always
a choice. WE MAY NOT ALWAYS LIKE
THE CHOICES, but there is always a
choice. Find what is MOST in
alignment with what you truly want
and how you want to see yourself,
and make the choice. POWER IS IN
YOUR CHOICE.

Not
helpful:

Complaining about your choices. Just complaining without
action or progress convinces your brain there is no choice.
Thinking that self-love comes before choices. Self-love IS a
choice you have to make. It's not magic, you get to choose it.

Mind, Heart and Spirit tools for

#5 Choice

Mind & Thoughts tool:
Create your own affirmation to focus on seeing and making more good choices
for yourself:
I am always at choice.
I am open to all possibilities.
I get to choose.
I make choices in alignment with what I want and who I am.
I make great choices for myself

Spirit & Knowing Tool:
Try this visualization to be able to make more intuitive decisions.
Try it here.

Heart & Body Tool:
If you are getting tired of seeing all the things you don’t want in the world, you can
tune into what you do want to see.
What would that world look like? How would people treat each other? What
priorities would we have? What would the overall feeling be?
That’s what you want to focus on. There is tons of evidence that the world you want
to see. We aren’t often seeking it out.
Each day, create a ritual to re-visualize your perfect world. Be curious if anything
changes.
Then go look for it or even create it. How can you act in a way that is bringing that
world to fruition?
Go look. It’s there.

Want to dive deeper?
I'm Christina and I want to help you have
the confidence you crave, deeper
connections & meaningful impact in your
life. I've deveoped and culminated tools
to help you make your life amazing.
I coach women privately and in small,
connected groups so they can show up in
the world as they truly wish - happy,
peaceful, meaningful, graceful, loving, or
however they want to see themselves.

Learn more or schedule a
chat on my website here.

